Viable Airborne Particle Generation and the Aerobiotix ILLUVIA 500UV

Surgical Site Infections (SSI) have a significant negative effect on
healthcare, and methods to prevent and reduce them should
continue to be investigated. Upon review, air quality improvement
remains of significant interest in reducing SSI. The Aerobiotix
ILLUVIA 500UV uses a novel air disinfection technology to disinfect
room air with virtually complete eradication of bacteria, viruses
and spores.
A previous study found the ILLUVIA 500UV unit reduced airborne
bacteria in the operating room, however potential problems with
this study were identified. Firstly, mean viable airborne bacteria
was measured with agar plates, which only represent a snapshot in
time. In addition, variables between the two operating rooms (one
with the ILLUVIA 500UV unit, and the control without the unit) may
have influenced results.
The present study looks to control some of these variables, using a
simplified and reproducible ‘Operating Room’ setup in a single
laboratory room and measuring the effect that surgical activity
and ILLUVIA 500UV have on the airborne particle count using
real-time measurements with a AEROTRAK™ 9306 Real Time
Particle Counter.

RESULTS:
The influence of diathermy session on particle count is seen in
Figure 2. Based on these readings, distance from the diathermy
site influenced the total particle count for 0.3μm and 0.5μm
particles, but did not influence rate of particle decrease over
time. There was a reduction of both peak and baseline level of
particles with the ILLUVIA 500UV present at 3m (Figure 3 and 4).
A similar result was observed at 0.5m from the diathermy source.
There were more particles present overall due to the distance to
the source, but with the ILLUVIA 500UV present, peaks were
reduced and particles cleared faster (Figure 5).

CONCLUSION:
Overall, the presence of the ILLUVIA 500UV reduced the airborne
particulate count in the room, even with the peaks accounted to
diathermy activity. It reduced the baseline, and brought the
room back to baseline sooner following peaks. This result reflects
the ability of the ILLUVIA 500UV to efficiently clear the room of
airborne particles.

METHODOLOGY:
The room setup is shown in Figure 1. A diathermy was used to cut
pig skin to mimic an operating room environment. The diathermy
was set to ‘cut’ at 50w, running for 1 minute (30cm/min) on pig
skin. There was a 19 minute interval between diathermy sessions
to allow the airborne particles to return to baseline. Continuous
measurements were taken with the AEROTRAK™ at 0.5m and 3m
from the diathermy site. The AEROTRAK™ measured 0.3, 0.5 and 1.0
μm sized particles. This process was repeated three times over the
course of an hour, both with and without the ILLUVIA 500UV
present.
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Figure 1: Diagram of the ‘operating room’ setup, with pictures of the room
and the diathermy.
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Figure 2: Particle count of 0.3μm particles at 0.5m and 3m from the diathermy site
(without the Aerobiotix ILLUVIA 500UV present).
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Figure 3: Particle count of 0.3μm particles at 3m with and without the ILLUVIA 500UV.
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Figure 4: Particle count of 1.0μm particles at 3m with and without the ILLUVIA 500UV present.
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Figure 5: Particle count of 0.3μm particles at 0.5m with and without the ILLUVIA 500UV present.

